The secret trumps, impelling the pathogenicity of tubercle bacilli.
Confrontation between invading microbial pathogens and host defense systems involves intricate cellular and molecular interactions. Here we discuss the virulence factors as trumps, overriding the contest in favor of the tubercle bacillus (Mycobacterium tuberculosis). It evolved a number of molecular constituents, which can interfere with antigen presentation and Toll receptor function, thus impairing immune defenses. It also evolved stress responses, which can drive its cell cycle into a non-replicating, low metabolic mode. Although the low counts of latent bacilli prevent their direct detection, we contend that they retain a capacity to survive for long periods in foamy macrophages and within the necrotic parts of lung granulomas. We attributed significance to drainage of M. tuberculosis by the alveolar fluid: while out-flow is responsible for the clearance, the reverse-flow has an important capacity to re-infect the lungs and to transmit the infection to new recipients. We consider the cycling between replicating and latent organisms to be a continuous process, which is a departure from the concept of long-lived dormant organisms, with a capacity to resuscitate. These aspects impinge also on the actions of isoniazid (INH) chemotherapy and on the topography of human lung lesions. Eventually, fibrosis of the connective tissue of the lungs is known to encapsulate lung lesions, thus limiting the impact of both outward and reverse drainage. In conclusion, the novelty of our views on M. tuberculosis-host interactions rests in the dynamic perception of M. tuberculosis latency and its evolutionary importance for the pathogenesis of tuberculosis.